
The smart and 
safe way to sign in
for schools, colleges and 
universities.



Simply ideal for 
schools and colleges
With a variety of features tailor-made to improve visitor 
management and staff or student sign in on education sites, 
Sign In App is perfect for schools, colleges and universities.



Sign in quickly from an iPad, 
smartphone, QR or RFID.

Keep attendance records 
easily, safely and accurately.

Easily comply with GDPR and 
safeguarding policies with all 
data stored securely.

Ensure everyone is accounted 
for in the event of an 
emergency.



Smart solutions
for safer schools

Safety     as standard

Ask critical questions

Manage entry requirements

Create a block list

Safety always comes first. We provide tools 
to help our Sign In App community protect 
guests, staff and pupils, all at no extra cost.



Safety     

evacuation reports
Nothing is more important than the safety of everyone 
on site. Efficient evacuations can save lives. With 
Safety+, no one is left behind.

Central, real-time view of everyone on site

Timed roll calls shared across devices

Access from anywhere, on any device

Manage evacuation points

Review past evacuations



Configure groups to manage each of 
your different types of visitor. The sign 
in process can be customised for each 
group type to provide a streamlined 
experience.

Add custom data fields and tailor them 
to each type of visitor, giving you total 
control over the sign in experience and 
the data gathered (critical for data 
regulations such as GDPR.

Ensure visitors, staff and students read 
and accept important information such 
as health & safety notices plus 
safeguarding and privacy policies.

Capacity notifications

Configure Sign In App to 
suit your school



Sign In App connects to 
existing MIS systems

Sync pupil lists

Handle late arrivals and early leavers 

Link teaching and support staff list 

Low annual cost

SSO for portal users

Intelligent connections with your existing MIS 
systems makes it easier than ever to accurately 
record sign in activity on your site.



Sign in with your door 
access fobs and cards
With one tap, staff can easily and securely 
sign in and out, simplifying the process and 
saving time for you and your staff members.

Compatible with almost all RFID tags 

Attaches to our enclosures

Connects via Bluetooth BLE

Simple upgrade when purchased

with a compatible stand



A secure, global infrastructure 
built around data privacy
Sign In App is committed to ensuring the security of 
your data. We are GDPR compliant and ISO27001 
certified for Information Security Management.

Data retention options built in 
for total control of your data.

Auto-scaling infrastructure 
hosted in Tier 4 data centres.

Choose to store your data in 
one of four global regions.

Built for high availability - 
99.99% uptime in 2021. 



Staff and contractor
sign in



Staff can sign in with our 
mobile Companion app, 
available on iOS and Android.

Produce timesheet reports 
and ensure staff safety.

Collect signed policies and 
documents and store them 
securely in your online portal.

Sync with Azure AD and 
Google Workspace.

Transform the sign in experience for 
employees and contractors, measuring 
staff attendance and hours and collecting 
the information you need.
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The smart way to book desks 
and meeting rooms
Embrace the hybrid workforce and manage 
reduced site capacity with Spaces - the 
smart and flexible desk and meeting room 
booking add-on for Sign In App.

Make any space bookable

Reserve spaces from your phone 

Recreate layout or upload a floor plan

Low annual cost



Case Study: Green 
Templeton College

Green Templeton College is a graduate 
community at the heart of the University of 
Oxford and strives towards its commitment 
to academic excellence. It brings together 
students, academics, and practitioners with 
a particular focus on business and 
management, health and medicine, and 
social sciences. With over 650 students 
and 80 university staff, as well as 
numerous suppliers and visitors potentially 
on site at any one time, Green Templeton 
College wanted to address community 
welfare and security by modernising its 
visitor management solution within its 
traditional Oxford setting.
Despite its wide range of accommodation 
and facilities, Green Templeton College did 
not have a visitor management system in 
place which was causing an array of 
challenges, such as the visibility of 
contractors on site and which staff

members were present around campus. As 
such, the College was looking to deploy a 
streamlined and secure system to keep 
track of all personnel on site and remove 
the opportunity for anyone to access the 
College’s facilities that could pose a 
concern for those remaining on campus.
Daniel Cooper, residential lodge manager, 
Green Templeton College comments: 
“When I started out in the position of Lodge 
Manager, I was very surprised that there 
was no stringent visitor management 
solution available so it was my priority to 
implement a robust solution as soon as 
possible. As a duty of care for the College, 
it is imperative that the array of people 
accessing the facilities always remain safe 
and secure. The solution from Sign In App 
provides a seamless way for the College to 
manage everyone allowing them to sign in 
and out via the portal placed at reception 

or more conveniently by the ease of the 
downloadable app, ensuring that everyone 
– regardless of student, staff, or visitor –
adheres to the same protocols.”
Initially, Green Templeton College deployed 
Sign In App primarily to understand the
whereabouts of students and staff when it
came to routine fire drills – to observe if
they were signed into the building or not.
Previously there was no way of quickly and
accurately understanding how many
individuals were on campus so it was
routine to check all the hallways and
communal rooms to ensure that everyone
had evacuated quickly – a potentially

Tap the screen or use contactless



dangerous exercise in the event of an 
actual incident.
With the onset of Covid-19, tighter 
requirements and controls were 
implemented by Green Templeton College 
which relied on using Sign In App in a 
smart and robust way to ensure that 
regulations were adhered to within the 
overall setting. Quickly and efficiently, the 
College was able to target students at sign 
in stages and prompt them with a pre-
populated health questionnaire allowing 
the College to keep a track and trace 
system and the virus at bay. In real-time, 
the College is able to use the array of 
visual dashboards and records to see who 
has signed in and out – particularly useful 
in the event of a fire evacuation. 
Furthermore, management has the 
opportunity to drill down at a granular level 
and view individual responses to 
questionnaires, and are able to flag any 
results that could be a concern, such as if 
someone is declaring any Covid-19 
systems. 
Another area of deployment where Sign In 
App has generated insight is monitoring 
who accesses the health and fitness 
facilities – enabling the College to 
understand who is a repeat user or visiting 
for the first time. Using the system here 

negates the need for any paperwork and 
ensures that students using the gym 
equipment have adhered to the waiver 
and gym rules prior to use. 
Cooper continues, “The biggest hurdle 
was getting senior management to 
embrace this period of change as they had 
initial fears that having a technology-
based system in place could be 
overwhelming and questioned whether it 
could be adequately maintained. As I was 
able to explain the benefits of 
implementing a visitor management 
system and the multitude of problems it 
would overcome – any queries were 
quickly addressed and the tool rapidly set 

up. Collectively within the College, we’ve 
set the standards high and many other 
facilities are looking at rolling this out too 
which is great to hear. From me, the key 
takeaways are how versatile the whole 
system can be and the level of 
functionality and reporting which is 
accessible for my role – such reporting 
requirements have been understandably 
exacerbated throughout Covid and 
ensures that duty of care is put first!”
“In a nutshell, Sign In App was 
transformational for the College. I would 
thoroughly recommend taking the 
approach to all other educational 
institutions.”



Visitor pre-registrations

Custom data fields

Messages, NDAs & Policies

Questionnaires

Visitor photos

Languages

Events

Included in your site 
subscription

Contactless sign in

Evacuation lists

Video welcome screens

Deliveries

Online portal

Custom badges

Notifications

Sign in safely and securely

Ensure the safety of everyone on site

Bring the sign in experience to life

A total solution in one package

Set up and monitor your sites online

Design and print badges for visitors

Be notified when your guests arrive

Make a great first impression

Tailor for each visitor type

Share important information

Streamline the sign in process

Take photos with the built-in camera

Speak fluently to your visitors

The best first impression for attendees

Staff & contractor sign in

Companion app

Remote & mobile sign in

Sign In Points

Manage multiple sites

Data privacy options

Integrations

Ensure staff safety across sites

Available on iPhone and Android

Sign in from your mobile device

GDPR compliant contact tracing

Manage your sites centrally

Ensure compliance with legislation

Work with your existing systems



Visit our website: www.computeam.co.uk

Or to discuss further, please email info@computeam.co.uk or call us
on 0800 862 0123 to speak to one of our education consultants.




